
CRIMINAL CASES
RULINGS

161 The one, who makes another person submit, to the land registry, a personal document of untrue content, prepared by the same,
who does not know about the untrue nature of the private document, thus that the document is suitable for having untrue data be
entered into the land registry, commits the crime of intellectual forgery of official/notary documents as an indirect accomplice
........................................................................... 709

162 I. Confiscation of property can be ordered with regard to the amount of the growth in assets acquired arising from and during or
in connection with the commission of the crime. With the exception of liability towards the central budget, confiscation of
property cannot be based on the amount, which the accused person not yet paid to the obligee in spite of the legal obligations
related to the same, but his/her wealth did not grow as a result of the same.
II. Confiscation of property shall not be hindered by the fact that the accused person wants to enforce his/her civil claims in a
civil suit, but the same has not yet been concluded.
III. Based on the review request of the accused person or the defence attorney, review can be made related to the provisions on
confiscation of property of the definitive decision, because the offence suffered due to the unlawful application of this measure
can only be remedied in a special procedure made as ex officio, or due to the district attorney’s motion. 710

163 I. The driver, who hits a pedestrian, standing next to the car parked on the right side of the road, with the purpose of scaring the
same – who could have been easily avoided –, thus causing the pedestrian to press against the side of the parked car, directly
endangering the pedestrian’s physical health, commits the crime of public road endangerment.
II. Upon the weighing of traffic crimes, the subject of primary examination shall be to find out whether the accused person violated
any actual traffic rules, and only for the lack of such violation can the criminal responsibility based on Article 3, Paragraph (1), Point
c) of the Highway Code (KRESZ), related to the general obligation of prevention of accidents be established.
III. The fact of binding judgement shall be applicable in the review procedure. All facts of the story shall fall in this category,
which were established in the judgement irrespective of the fact that due to a mistake in the drafting of the judgement, they were
not included in such section, but in another part of the justification, thus for example in the evaluation of evidence or legal
justification.
IV. An order ruling penalty for a defence attorney shall not be a definitive decision, thus cannot be the subject of any review
........................................................................... 713

164 Bikers crossing a road on a pedestrian crossing shall not have the right of way. Thus, if such biker is hit, the driver’s criminal
responsibility shall be dependent on the performance of the general obligation of prevention of accidents. 716

165 I. The obligation of the chairperson of the board of directors of the co-operative is one which is undoubtedly related to such function,
thus the member of the co-operative in such a position could be the subject of misappropriation. During the performance of duties
arising from such position, the use of a part of the amount dedicated for the above purpose, for other use could be suitable for the
establishment of embezzlement.
The director of the business  organization may commit  several  criminal  acts by different  behaviours,  due to  different  legal
relationships related to the same organizational assets, thus embezzlement and misappropriation can actually form a material
aggregation.
II. Capital investment fraud is only fraud in the name, as it is not against assets, but it is an economic crime, which, in contrast
with fraud, has an advance criminal protection, and for the completion of the same, the actual damage of the investors is not
necessary............................................................ 720

166 I. The perpetrator, which takes a thing or things of material value from the direct physical vicinity of the injured person, who is
unable to protect him/herself due to another condition but sleep, commits the crime of theft either in the form of misdemeanour,
offence or felony – depending on the value –, and not robbing.
II. The meal voucher, which does not comply with the legal conditions of non-cash payment, is a thing of value, which can be the
subject of theft, but by taking the same, there is no misuse of private documents.
III. A bank card is a means of non-cash payment, thus taking the same along with other things of value can be qualified as the
qualified case of the crime of theft in a legal unit with the other thing of value 723

167 I. In the event of slander or defamation made by communication on the internet, the location of the commission of the crime – which
shall also be considered as the general competence reason – is the location of the server operating the website.
Should the website be operated by a server located abroad, the jurisdiction of the court shall be specified based n the residential
address of the accused person.
II. Subsequent to starting the hearing, the case cannot be transferred due to the lack of jurisdiction in a private action – except for
the reason of exclusive jurisdiction.................... 727

168 The fee of the representative of the private party as the collateral consequence of the enforced and ordered civil law claim,
without any advance from the government shall be the part of criminal costs within the limits specified in a separate law, the
payment of which can be made in a special proceeding, if the binding decision made in the base case did not provide for the
payment of the same, or did, but not in accordance with such law 729

169 Against the person accused for the crime of misuse of drugs by way of trade of large quantities in a conspiracy along with other
criminal actions, the restriction of personal freedom is justified due to the risk of flight, hiding or repeat offence, and after the
imprisonment for two and a half years, in the court stage of the proceeding, besides the termination of custody, ordering house
arrest is necessary and lawful.
House  arrest  is  a  coercive  measure  restricting  personal  freedom ensuring  the  purpose  to  be  attained  by custody,  thus  the
realization of the accused person’s intent to find a job and living a social life are factors, which are against the purpose of such
legal institution, and thus the reference to the same cannot result in the termination of the coercive measure 731

170 I. Review request submitted by someone else shall be returned by the General Prosecutor’s Office to the Curia along with the
documents and its statement within fifteen days. However, this shall not result in the rejection of the motion sent late by the
General Prosecutor’s Office. Curia shall reject the motion coming from other than the obligee or a late motion; however this is
only related to the review motion.
II. With regard to procedural violations, the Curia can only review the contested rulings related the accused persons, for or against
which the review request was submitted; thus the defence attorney can only refer to a review reason in the motion, which is related
to his/her own client.
III. The bias by the judge acting in the case of second instance cannot be based only on the fact that he/she took part in the
judgement of the appeals lodged against several rulings of first instance.



The circumstance that the court of first instance already participated in the judgement of an appeal lodged against the non-
decisive decision made earlier in the case shall not exclude the member of the court of second instance from the judgement of the
appeal lodged against the decisive decision of first instance.
IV. The qualification and the number of the criminal acts committed by the accomplice shall be aligned to the basic actions of the
perpetrator. If the instigator made several perpetrator to commit the same or similar crimes with the purpose of regular gain, of
which business-like fashion is a qualified circumstance, he/she shall only be liable for such qualified case, if the business-like
fashion can be established with regard to the criminal act of the perpetrator; the act of the accomplice, with regard to legal
qualification shall share the case of the perpetrator’s base action 732

CIVIL CASES
RULING IN PRINCIPLE

P.8 In the proceeding related to the selection of the court before the Curia, the issued European notice to pay is not necessary to be
reviewed  in  accordance  with  the  analogy  specified  in  Article  20  of  Regulation  1896/2006/EC,  that  is  the  questions  of
jurisdictions cannot  be answered in  the proceeding before  the notary after  the submission of the discrepancy.  Nevertheless
Regulations 44/2001/EC and 1986/2006/EC makes necessary the interpretation of national law so that the court having authority
and jurisdiction to conduct the legal action should be selected in accordance with the national law. Whether the Hungarian court
has jurisdiction for the lack of any relevant factors is a matter related to the actual (litigious) proceeding to be executed by the
selected court..................................................... 736
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171 The use and ownership of other people, which can be taken into account for the benefit of the party referring to usucaption, if
he/she is in a certain private legal relationship with those using the thing. However, there is no legal norm, from which one could
draw that the use of an area which is open to anyone should be regarded as a behaviour related to the acquisition of rights for the
local government, into the authority of which the area in question falls 736

172 I. Being bound to relief sought shall not also mean being bound to legal title. Nothing prevents the court of second instance t
judge the invalidity of the agreement based on another reason, that is one that violates good morals, in spite of the fact that the
litigious party requested the establishment of the invalidity of the agreement due to pretence – in consideration of Point 5. a) of
PK opinion 2/2010 (VI. 28.), based on the facts established during the proceeding of first instance.
II.  The decision on violation of good morals, if it cannot be comprehended by the awareness of a litigious party, is that the
agreement, according to general social judgement, clearly violates general moral norms 738

173 I. In the appeal, the reference to the reservation of previous presentations is not enough for the establishment that the appeal
contests the facts of first instance specified with regard to lapse, however the appeal actually contests the judgement of the claim.
II. The ones working in maternity care shall have liability, if they miss to send a 38 year old woman to genetics consultancy
........................................................................... 742

174 I.  For the employee of the sports association upon the termination of the legal relationship,  during the settlement between
spouses, the joint or separate asset character of the vehicle provided by the sponsor of the association.
II. The gift nature of and the possibility to reclaim the tuition paid by a third person in order to ensure higher education
...........................................................................745

175 If in the legal action related to the dissolution of a marriage and its collaterals, the petitioner leaves voluntarily the property for a
temporary time, which is exclusively owned by the same, and is not suitable for shared use, used by the spouses and their child,
for the exclusive purpose of keeping the already psychically injured minor child away from further crises due to the conflicts
between the parents, cannot be regarded as voluntary moving out; and may be entitled to use fee from the spouse who stayed in
the apartment...................................................... 748

176 The decision made at the hearing can also be announced by a council of different members, nevertheless, in the making of such
decision, only the judge can participate, who was the member of the judging committee prior to the conclusion of the hearing
........................................................................... 752

177 The act  on  condominiums  shall  not  exclude  the  option  that  co-owners  can  include  a  provision  in  the  Organizational  and
Operational  Rules  limiting  the  use  or  utilization  method  of  the  apartment,  which  is  under  separate  ownership  within  the
condominium, however, the laws do not entitle the co-owners to impose financial penalty on the co-owner, who violates the
above provision of the Organizational and Operational Rules 752
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178 Valid conclusion and content of the foreign exchange loan agreement, which is not considered as consumer or consumption
agreement........................................................... 756

179 I. The Bankruptcy Act does not include any priority with regard to the legal actions which can be taken. If by way of the transfer of
the debtor’s assets at a specified time, the conditions of both the contesting action specified in Article 40, Paragraph (1) and the
lawsuit for the establishment specified in Article 33/A, Paragraph (1) are met, the person entitled to take action can decide which
lawsuit is more to the purpose.
II. For the judgement of the compensation of claims against a debtor upon their maturity, the liquid assets of the debtor to be paid
for the debt shall be compared to the amount of debt upon maturity.
III. The situation, which is threatening by liquidity shall not make possible for the chief executive officer to favour the creditor
having a member’s loan claim – including him/herself – against the external creditors of the company 758

180 In the event of the submission of a supervisory request related to lawfulness, the proceeding shall begin by passing the order
specified in Article 80, Paragraph (1) of the Bankruptcy Act 761

LABOUR CASES
RULINGS IN PRINCIPLE

M.15 All elected labour protection representatives shall be entitled to received labour protection 763



M.16 1. In the labour action based on the unlawfulness of the termination of employment – within the scope of the motion petition –
prior to the need based on the violation of equal treatment,  the lawfulness of the justification is necessary (clarity,  reality,
rationality.
2. The length of the employment at the employer shall not be considered as a factor, which would basically determine the
everyday life of the person suffering actionable injury 
3. The employee may have a grievance of differentiation based on his/her age in comparison with the new manager selected upon
restructuring. The employer may save him/herself successfully by proving the lack of a comparing situation. 765
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181 In the event of a significance, irremediable procedural violation, the court obliging the social insurance organ to conduct new
proceedings is not against the law...................... 770

182 Traffic accident, which happened during travel to the medical screening made possible but not obligatory by the employer, shall
not be considered as a workplace accident......... 772
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K.21 The land committee shall not have legal standing with regard to its standpoint made in the approval procedure 775
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183 If the decisions of the plaintiff include objective circumstances related to the taxpayer’s awareness, then the court shall perform
the evaluation of such......................................... 777

184 If the transfer of cash withdrawal from the bank account of a business organization is to be verified, the business organization
shall issue a transfer receipt that complies with the provisions of the Accounting Act 778

185 The principle of equal treatment is violated in the public procurement procedure, if in spite of the minor deviation of bids, instead
of a bid that has no chance of winning, the offer of another bidder is not actually examined 780

186 Based on complementary historical basis right, the agriculturist who acquired right for area-based subsidy, and was registered in
the TIR system as a stock-breeder shall be entitled to receive subsidy separated from farming 781

187 State subsidy can only be paid in case of the achievement of the subsidy goal specified in the subsidy decision. For the lack of this,
the application of legal consequences shall be lawful 782

188 The withdrawal of the operating licence of the tobacco shop, which do not comply with the conditions specified in the relevant
law, shall be lawful............................................. 784

189 The court acting in the public administrative lawsuit shall perform the examination in the matter of the legality of the ruling. The
content of the public administrative ruling cannot be compensated, and the court cannot legally make up for missing causes
........................................................................... 786

190 Right of execution due to the action of the judicial executor can only be registered with depending on the outcome of the lawsuit
........................................................................... 787

191 Should the mining contractor fail to start operational extraction in a given mine by the deadline specified by the authority, and
the extension of the deadline is not requested, or is requested but it is declined, the mining authority shall delete the mining rights
........................................................................... 789

RULINGS OF THE COURT OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

I. 1. Article 9, Paragraph (1) of Council Directive 2006/112/EC of 28 November 2006 on the common system of value added tax
shall be interpreted so that the operation of the agricultural facilities similar to the one in the base case by a non-profit business
organization performing such business activities only as a complementary activity shall  be qualified as business activity in
accordance with the said provision in spite of the circumstance that on one hand, these facilities are largely state financed, and on
the other hand, during their operation, their income comes from only a minor amount of utilization fee, as such fee is permanent
due to the planned collection period.
2. Article 24 of Directive 2006/112 shall be interpreted so that the operation of agricultural facilities similar to the one in the base
case is based on the provision of services for counter value, if there is a direct relationship with the received or due fee, if this
minor amount of fee is the counter value of the provided service, and the circumstance that such services are considered as the
compliance with legal provisions. The court presenting the case shall be obliged to examine whether the amount of fee received
or to be collected can justify the direct relationship between the services (to be) provided and the mentioned counter value, and
consequently the onerous nature of the services. The court shall especially make sure that the fee specified by the plaintiffs of the
base case does not only partially compensate the services (to be) provided, and that its amount is not specified based on other
possible factors, which in certain cases can doubt the direct relation between the services and their counter value
...........................................................................791

II.1. Article 8, Paragraph (1) Point c) of Framework Decisions 2002/584/JHA of 13 June 2002  on the European Arrest Warrant and
the Surrender Procedures between Member States amended by Council Framework Decision 2009/299/JHA of 26 February 2009

shall be interpreted so that “arrest warrant” in such provision shall mean national arrest warrant, separated from European arrest
warrants.

2. Article 8, Paragraph (1) Point c) of Framework Decisions 2002/584 amended by Council Framework Decision 2009/299/JHA
shall be interpreted so that, if a European arrest warrant – based on the availability of the “arrest warrant” specified by the above
provision – does not include the verification of the availability of the national arrest warrant, the executing judicial authority may
not execute the European arrest warrant, if in consideration of the information made available by the application of Article 15,
Paragraph (2) of Framework Decisions 2002/584 and all other information, the authority establishes that the European arrest
warrant is not valid, as it was issued without a national arrest warrant having actually been issued separate from the European
one..................................................................... 794

III. Article 21 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union shall be interpreted so that the authorities of a member state
are not obliged to acknowledge the name of a citizen of such member state, if such citizen is also the citizen of another member
state, where he/she acquired an optional family name including several noble names, which are not allowed in accordance with



the law of the first member state, if the fact that the lack of acknowledgement is due to reasons of law and order in the given
circumstances, the examination of which shall be performed by the court presenting this case, if it is necessary for ensuring the
respect of the principle of equality before the law for all citizens of the mentioned member state 798
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